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100 gallons or more, while field producers grew each grouping of large, small, and most profitable
generally larger plants in the ground, which were dug firms are indicated in Table 1 along with basic
and sold with a football wrapping. In recent years, a information on business volume and scale of
hybrid production system, known as "grow-bags" or in- production operations. Four firms contributed records
ground containers has been developed to confine the for both container and field nurseries.
roots of plants growing in the field. Several of the
field nursery firms sampled for this report used this Value of Production
type of production system extensively. In the case of
participating firms that provided separate records for Annual sales
container and field divisions within their company,
allocation of overhead expenses, labor hours, and Figures reported here represent only plants
financial account balances was generally based upon produced by the participating nursery firms. Sales of
the share of total company sales for each division, in plants purchased for immediate resale, or "brokered,"
the absense of detailed records. were deducted from total sales to give net value of

"own" plant sales, which averaged $412.0 thousand for
In previous years, results for these two nursery container firms, and $341.9 thousand for field

types were reported in separate publications. nurseries (Table 1). The largest 13 container firms
However, results are here consolidated so that had sales averaging $796.1 thousand, and the largest
comparisons may be made. Average size of businesses 3 field firms had average sales of $718.5 thousand.
differed substantially between the two groups The smallest 12 container firms had sales averaging
sampled, but these differences probably reflect a great $94.1 thousand, and the smallest 4 field firms had
deal of sampling error, and should not be taken as average sales of $88.9 thousand.
any indication of average firm size.

Plant Inventory Change
In addition to the field and container groupings,

data were analyzed for subgroups of large and small Changes in plant inventory levels were accounted
firms, and highly profitable firms, so that an for to evaluate total production, in addition to sales.
appreciation can be gained for effects of scale, and for Table 1 shows average plant inventory changes for
the elements of successful businesses. Small firms container and field woody ornamental firms. Average
were defined as having annual sales less than $200 plant inventory change was positive for all field firms
thousand, and large firms as having annual sales ($126.4 thousand), meaning that total value of
greater than $500 thousand. Highly profitable firms production exceeded annual sales. Container firms
had rates of return on capital investments greater had a decrease in average plant inventory (-$17.8
than 15%. thousand), thus giving a total value of production less

than annual sales. Both large and small field firms

The results reported are weighted averages for and small container nurseries had increased inventory,
firms in each group. In other words, basic but large container firms had decreased inventory.
information on sales, expenses, etc. was first averaged,
then analyzed as though for a single "average" firm.
This procedure provided results that were weighted
for the overall size of the firms involved. Also, for
some measures, results are given for the "highest
rates" and "lowest rates," representing averages for
the highest or lowest third of firms for that particular
measure.

Further information on definitions and calculations
are given in the Appendices, along with detailed
results in the Appendix Tables.

RESULTS

Complete and usable records were received from
49 woody ornamental firms: 38 container growers, and
11 field growers. Numbers of firms represented for


